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\Ve revisit Parker's conjecture of current singularity formation in 3D line-tied plasmas, 
using a recently developed numerical method. variational integration for ide>al mag
netohydrodynamics in Lagrangian labeling. \i\lith the frozen-in equation built-in, the 
method is free of artificial reconnection, hence ari;uably an optimal tool for stndyini; 
current siul':ularity forwation. Usinl': this method, the fonuation of current sinl':ularity 
has previonsly been confirmerl in the Hahm-Knlsrnrl-Taylor problem in 2D Tn this pap0r, 
we extend this pruhlem tu 3D line-tied geometry. The linear sulntion, which is singnlar 
in 2D, is fuund tu be smuuth fur a,]] system lengths. However, with finite amplitude. 
the linear solution can become pathological when the system is sufficiently long. The 
nonlinear solutions turn out to be smooth for short systems. Nonetheless, tbe scaling of 
peak current density vs system length suggests that the nonlinear solution may become 
siul':ular at a fiuite le11�tl1. With tlie , ·esults iu hanJ we cau ueither confirm nor rule out 
this possibility conclusively, siucc we cannot obtain solutious with systctn length near 
the cxtrapolatc<l critical value. 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

A long-standing prohlem in solar physics is why the 
solar corona, a nearly perfectly conducting plasma where 
the Lundquist number Scan be as high as 10 14

. has an 
anomalously high temperature that conventional Ohmic 
heating cannot explain. Decades ago. Parker (1972) pro
posed that convective motions in the photosphere will 
induce current singularities in the corona, and the subse
quent magnetic reconnection events can account for sub
stantial heati11g. This coujccture has remained controvcr
siftl to this clay (A11tiochos, 1987; I3ogoyavlcnskij, 2000; 
Canclclarcsi ct al., 2015; Craig & Po11tin, 2014; Craig & 
Sneyd, 2005: Janse et al., 2010; Longbottom et al.. 1998; 
Longcope & Strauss, 1994b; Low, 2006, 2010: Ng & Bhat
tacharjee, 1998; Parker, 1983, 1994: Pontin et al.. 2016: 
Pontin & Hornig, 201-5; Rappazzu & Parker, 2013: Rosner 
& Knobloch, 1982; Tsing,rnus et al., 1984; van Ballegooi
jen, 198!:i, 1988; Wilmot-Smith et aL 2009a,b; Zweibel & 
Boo:.1er, 198!:i; Zweibel & Li, 1987). 

This controversy fits into the larger context of currc11t 
singnlarity formation, whid1 is also a probkm of int<'r<'st 
in toroiclal fusio11 plasmas (Gracl, 1967; Hahm & Knl
srmL 1985: Loizn et aL 2015: Rosenhlnth et al., 1973). 
However, the solar corona, where magnetic field lines are 
anchored in the photosphere, is often modeled with the 
so-called line-tied geometry. This is a crucial difference 
from toroidal fusion plasmas where closed field lines can 
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exist. For darificatio11, in this mtido, we refer to tlic 
problem of whether current singnlarities can emerge in 
3D line-tied geometry as the Parker problem. 

Although this proLlcm is i11hcrcntly dynamical, it is 
nsually treated hy examining maguctostatic cqnilil,ri;:i for 
sin1plicity, ;:is Parker rlicl iu the first place. The jnstifica
tion is, if the final equilibrium that an initially smooth 
magnetic field relaxes to contains current singularities, 
they must have formed during the rela .. 'Catiun. Here the 
plasma is supposed tu be perfectly conducting, so the 
equilibrium needs tu preserve the magnetic topology uf 
the initial field. Analytically, this topological constraint 
is difficult to explicitly attach to the magnetostatic equi
librimn equation. Nmncrically, most stau<lanl methods 
for ideal mag1wtohyclroclynamics (l'dHD) an� snscepti
l,lc to artificial fidcl li11c rcco1111cctio11 iu the presence of 
(nearly) singular current densities. Either way, to en
force this topological constraint is a major challenge for 
studying tl1P Parker problem. 

It turns 011t oue ca11 overcome this difficulty by aclopt
iug Lagraugiau labeling, where the frozc11-i11 equation is 
hnilt into the eqnilihrimn equation, instead of the com
monly m,ed Eulerian labeling. Zweibel & Li (1987) first 
noticed that this makes the mathematical formulation of 
the Parker problem explicit and well-posed. Moreover, 
nut solvin� the frozen-in equation numerically avoids the 
accompanying error and resultant artificial reconnectiun. 
A Lagrangian relaxation scheme with this feature has 
been developed using conventional finite difference (Craig 
&: Sncy<l, 1!)86), an<l cxtc11sivcly usc<l to study the Parker 
prohlcrn (Craig & Poutiu. 2014: Craig & Sncyrl, 2005: 
Lo11ghottom ct al., 1998; Wilwot-Smith ct al.. 2009a,h). 
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